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I found that the ACT government (via Mick Gentleman) had initiated this trial without
seeking input from residents or constituents. Remarkable representation. Any protocols,
procedures, feedback mechanisms were not provided for.

I wrote to Mick Gentleman early October 2018, he never bothered to respond. Again,
Remarkable representation.

I came to understand that the ACT Government had, in conjunction with CASA, provided
exemptions to the company, Project Wing, to operate without government or independent
management or monitoring of air safety or controlled space protocol over our suburb. Why
were rules relaxed for this trial?

3. Impact on wild life and domestic animals - I have seen and have video of a magpie
attacking a drone on a delivery run - on every delivery during mating season to the same
address.

The poor animals instinct makes them easy fodder for these 12-14 prop drones. I have seen
one injured magpie resulting from this. The native birdlife becomes scarcer when the
drones are operational and some neighbourhood dogs take up the call to bark themselves
hoarse. Further disruption to the neighbourhood. Pitting neighbour against neighbour.

4. Negligence - Are we covered by public liability? What our our privacy rights if any? (I
understand the drones film all flights). 

5. Trial Outcomes - What are they? Why the lack of transparency? Who is selling off our
privacy and peacefulness and why? What are the perceived benefits of this particular
service to people? What money is exchanging hands in regard to this business? Why is
there a lack of recourse for people to express their opinions of this business? 

This is not a way of endearing support for a government that so poorly initiated and thrust
this on our suburb.

Martin Wilson




